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GLIMPSE OF MONTH

EMPLOYEES CORNER

“Excuses will always
be there for you.
Opportunity won’t.”

New Work-place Guidelines
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NEWBIES IN ADR FAMILY...

Naveen Jones
Software Trainee

Dinesh Hari
IT Recruiter- US

Sarath Sekar
Software Trainee

Celebrating Work Anniversary

Congratulations
Prashant!!!
For completing 2
years with ADR
Group.
Celebrating Birthdays.

FEB 19

FEB 21
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New collaborations
ADR Group is collaborating with
Rajalakshmi Engineering college and
bpro labs to design a reference
architecture that could be used for
rolling out Internet of things (IoT), by
its customers.
This partnership will also see both
organizations jointly working to
provide industry specific solution for
optimizing
cost and improving
productivity.
"This collaboration will allow us to
offer advanced ready-to-use solutions
and reference architectures across
the network, cloud and client.

This will also provide on-the-ground solution
testing, verification and development support for
customers in the US and Norway.

COVID-19 Updates

Sports Updates
Novak Djokovic opened his 2021
season with a triumph at the
Australian Open. He became the
champion at Melbourne Park for an
unprecedented ninth time, as he
completed his dominant title run with
a 7-5, 6-2, 6-2 victory over Russian
Daniil Medvedev in the final.

Naomi Osaka became a four-time
grand slam champion at 23 by
beating Jennifer Brady 6-4, 6-3 to
win her second Australian Open.

Ravichandran
Ashwin became
the fourth Indian to 400 wickets,
and the second-fastest overall (in
terms of Tests played) to the
mark, when he got Jofra Archer
out in the second innings of the
third Test in Ahmedabad
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A Day to Remember

Brain Teasers
1. What can travel around the world
while staying in a corner?
2. Imagine you are in a dark room.
How do you get out?
3. Can you find a 10-letter word in
English which can be typed using
only the 1st rows of the computer
keyboard?
4. Which three words are pronounced
differently when the first letter is
capitalized?

“Share your responses to
glady.thomas@adrgrp.com

